After a short report of results on infinite servers queues systems, focusing on its busy period, using networks of queues with infinite servers nodes a model is constructed to study a two echelons repair system. These repair systems may be useful, for instance, in the operation of a fleet of aircraft, of shipping or of trucks. Additionally it is shown how this model may be used in the evaluation of differential costs.
Introduction
In an ∞ G M queue system is the commutation process matrix, being jl p the probability of a customer, after ending its service at node j , go to node l , J l j ,..., 2 , 1 , =
. The probability
is the probability that a customer leaves the network from node j ,
It is supposed that P does not change with time and is independent of everything that is happening in the network. It is clear that a network of this kind is equivalent to a ∞ G M system with Poisson process arrivals at rate λ , where each customer service time is its sojourn time in the network. This will be evidenced in this paper. But first some results about the ∞ G M systems busy period, that are also useful for these networks of queues evidently, are presented. Then a model is built, using these networks with infinite servers in each node, to study a two echelons repair system of a fleet of aircraft, of shipping or of trucks. The customers are the failures. And its service time is the time that goes from the instant at which they occur till the one at which they are completely repaired. 
The Sojourn Time of a Customer Laplace Transform in a Network Of Queues with Infinite Servers in Each Node And Poisson Exogenous Arrivals
Note that for these queue networks -The sojourn time of a costumer in each node is the service time, since there is not waiting, -The sojourn times of a customer in the various nodes are independent. Using matrixes which form is suggested by (1.2) and (1.3) a simple formula is deduced to the sojourn time Laplace Transform, as a function of the service times in each node Laplace Transforms; see Ferreiraሾ5ሿ and Ferreira and Andrade ሾ7ሿ. Be T the network sojourn time of a costumer and j S its service time at node j ,
being A a column with s J1 .The final formula is obtained noting that (3.3) may be put in the form
Modelling and differential costs evaluation 5571 supposing that
A Two Echelons Repair system
Suppose a fleet of aircraft, of shipping or of trucks which failures repairs occur in a base or in a remote station. The whole failures detected in the base are repaired there. Some of the failures detected in the station are repaired in the base with probability p , being necessary to transport them to the base, and the others in the station. Here the service time is the time that goes from the instant at which the failure occur till the one at which it is completely repaired. When it is necessary to transport an item with a failure from the remote station to the base it is assumed that it is immediately possible, being the service time, now, the time that the transport lasts. It is also supposed that the failures occur according to a Poisson process at rate λ , being some detected in the remote station with probability q and the others in the base. This situation may be modeled as a network of queues with three nodes, see Fig.1 , at which 1 is the base, 2 is the remote station and 3 considers the required transports from the remote station to the base. Representing the variables related with each node for the same letter, as in the former sections, but with an index related to the node, obviously, 
Other related with the repairs in the remote station: 
Application Example
Suppose that ( ) • For the repairs in the base after transport 
N
, whatever is p . Of course, in the operation of a fleet, it interests big idle periods and little busy periods. And if these occur it is good that they are as rare as possible, with a short number of failures. So it is possible to conclude that the global system improves its performance as p decreases but very lightly. The remote station grows worse has it was expected and the repairs in the base after transport improve its performance.
Differential Costs Evaluation
Note, for instance, that to guarantee less than two busy periods for the repairs in the base after transport, in the former example, it is essential that 2 . 0 ≤ p . But, for this, it is necessary to spend money in staff and material in the remote station. It is necessary to balance these expenses with the savings in transports. So, admitting that the transports costs are proportional to the probability ‫,‬ call ܿ the cost associated to a certain initial value of ‫,‬ ‫‬ . If ‫‬ is decreased in a quantity Δ‫‬ , the final cost ܿ associated to the new probability ‫‬ െ Δ‫‬ is related with ܿ as
The expression (6.1) gives the savings in transports. So, calling ݇ the investment in the remote station needed to decrease ‫,‬ it is natural to request that ݇ Δܿ , that is ݇ ܿ ሺ6.2ሻ in order to have no increase of financial problems. Note that all these costs must be considered as reported to a unit of time: 1 year, for example as it is usual.
Concluding Remarks
To apply this model it is necessary to check if the failures occur according to a Poisson process. This hypothesis has to be tested. After this it is very simple and correct to apply the other results. Carrilloሾ11ሿ studied a model looking like the one presented here. But he did not consider either the possibility of transport from the station to the base or the busy period. So these conceptions allow, in a very simple way, to evaluate the performance of this type of repair system as the example presented has shown. And permit also to evaluate, in a simple way, the financial viability of some type of modifications in the repair system.
